WHAT IS A SET®?
THE RULE: A SET is 3 dice in which each individual feature is all the
same OR all different on all 3 dice.
The 3 features are:
COLOR: Red, green or purple.
SYMBOL: Oval

, squiggle or diamond .

NUMBER: There are one
symbol on a die.

two

or three

of each

Remember ALL of the features must separately satisfy the rule.
For example:

3 WAYS TO PLAY!

This is a SET because they are all the same color, AND all different
symbols AND all the same number.
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QUICK CHECK: An easy way to make sure you have a SET is if you can
answer YES to ALL 3 questions below*.
Q1: Is the COLOR on all 3 dice either all the same OR all different?
Q2: Is the SYMBOL on all 3 dice either all the same OR all different?
Q3: Is the NUMBER of symbols on all 3 dice either all the same OR all
different?
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SCRAMBLE SE T

*If any one of these questions is answered NO... then it is not a SET.
Examples of SETs:

&
3

Q1: YES, all dice are the same COLOR.
Q2: YES, all dice are the same SYMBOL.
Q3: YES, all dice are the same NUMBER.

CROSSWORD
E
T

Q1: YES, all dice are different COLORS.
Q2: YES, all dice are the same SYMBOL.
Q3: YES, all dice are the same NUMBER.

Contents: 42 dice, 1 board, 1 bag, instructions
Q1: YES, all dice are the same COLOR.
Q2: YES, all dice are different SYMBOLS.
Q3: YES, all dice are different NUMBERS.
ENTERPRISES INC.
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Q1: YES, all dice are different COLORS.
Q2: YES, all dice are different SYMBOLS.
Q3: YES, all dice are different NUMBERS.
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The following examples are not SETs. If you can say that 2 of the 3 dice
are the same and 1 is different in any one feature, then it is not a SET. For
example:

Q1: YES, all dice are different COLORS.
Q2: NO, the dice are not all the same OR all different SYMBOLS.
Two are ovals and one is a squiggle.
Q3: YES, all dice are the same NUMBER.

Q1: NO, the dice are not all the same OR all different COLORS.
Two are red and one is purple.
Q2: YES, all dice are the same SYMBOL.
Q3: YES, all dice are the same NUMBER.

Q1: YES, all dice are the same COLOR.
Q2: YES, all dice are the same SYMBOL.
Q3: NO, the dice are not all the same OR all different NUMBER.
Two are three and one is two.
REMEMBER THE RULE that each feature, looked at individually, has to be
all the same OR all different on all 3 of the dice.
Now take a minute to try to make SETs. For every two dice there is a third
die that will make a SET.
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Ages: 8+

F. If a player cannot make a SET using their dice and the dice on the
board, their turn is skipped and play continues. A player can also
choose not to play any dice, thus intentionally skipping a turn. If no
one can make a SET all players re-roll their dice and begin again.
G. A round is complete once each player has had a turn and the play
has returned to the first player. At the end of each round, all players
draw the necessary dice from the bag so each has 5 dice again. The
new dice must be rolled immediately and then added to the player’s
remaining dice.
H. EXTRA ROLL: Before the next round begins and once all players have
5 dice (exception: see letter I) each player has the opportunity to
re-roll any OR all of their dice ONE MORE time before play continues.
The first player must make sure everyone has completed their extra
roll before resuming play. Note: All players may want to agree in
advance on a time limit for deciding and making the extra roll, e.g.
30 seconds.
I. On the last draw there may not be enough dice in the bag for all
players to have 5 dice. The first player gets to draw their dice first,
then all other players (clockwise) can bring their total dice up to 5 or
take what is left. This offsets the disadvantage of the first player only
being able to make 3 points on their first turn.
J. Play continues until one player is out of dice. Once a player runs out
of dice each remaining player, that has NOT YET had a turn IN THAT
round, gets to have one more turn before the game is over.
HOW DICE CAN BE PLAYED: SETs can only be made horizontally or
vertically, not diagonally or around corners. Dice can be placed
anywhere on the board so long as they make a SET in at least one direction and use at least one previously played die as part of the SET. A die
can be placed next to or between previously played dice where it doesn’t
make a SET in all directions so long as it does make a SET in at least one
direction. If the die makes more than one SET with its placement, all new
SETs are counted for points.
EXAMPLE: Below is an example of one player’s turn. The black outlined
dice are already in place on the board. The yellow outlined dice are
what the player is adding during their turn.

Players: 2-4

Time: 30 mins

OBJECT: To score the most points. Score points by making SETs with
your dice and those already on the board. The more SETs you
make, the more points you score!
A. Place all the dice in the cloth bag.
B. All players take 5 dice from the bag blindly.
C. Once each player has 5 dice, all the players roll them at the same
time. The first player to see a SET in their dice who says “SET”, gets to
play first. If no one has a SET, all players re-roll their dice and try to
start again. NOTE: Only the face-up side of the dice may be used.
Dice may only be rolled at specified rolling times.
D. The first player to say “SET” places the 3 dice on the logo in the
center of the board. The player’s turn is then scored. (See HOW TO
SCORE.)
E. Once the first SET has been played, play continues clockwise. Each
player may play up to 3 dice per turn making one or more new SETs
with their dice and the dice already played on the board. (See HOW
DICE CAN BE PLAYED.) Each player’s turn is scored after they play.
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The yellow die is added to the
black dice on the board
creating 2 SETs each worth 3
points, scoring 6 points for the
first die played.

The player then adds a second
yellow die creating another
SET worth 3 more points.
Their score is now 9 points for
the first 2 dice played.
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The player then adds the third and
final die for that turn, creating yet
another SET worth 3 more points.
Total score for that turn is 12 points.
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Also notice the two arrows pointing
to the 2 purple ovals. The placement
of this die does not make a SET in
both directions. This placement is
fine, because there is a SET made in
at least one direction (horizontally).
Also, please notice that this SET is all different in number and that it is okay
that dice are not placed in numerical order.
WILD: A Wild die can be used as any die needed to complete a SET. When a
Wild is played, the player must state what features the Wild represents and
its features cannot be changed. Any number of Wild dice can be used during
a turn or in a SET.
WILD REPLACEMENT: At the beginning of any player’s turn any Wild on the
board can be replaced with one of the player’s dice so long as it has the exact
features that were originally chosen for the Wild. No points are given for
replacing the Wild, nor does it count as 1 of the 3 dice played by that player.
The player does NOT automatically get to use the Wild side of the die that
they removed from the board, they must roll it prior to continuing their turn.
The die can be played during the same turn or saved for a later turn.
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Players arrange the SETs they found in front of them so others can check
the SETs if desired. A WILD die can be used as any die to complete a SET.
Each SET must contain 3 dice. No die may be used in more than one SET.
The player with the most SETs wins the round. Keep track of the number
of SETs each player finds in each round. The player with the most SETs at
the end of round 5 wins the game. Place all the dice back in the bag, and
then empty the bag again to start round 2. Play 5 rounds. If you tie, roll
the leftover dice. The first person to see a SET wins.

CROSSWORD
E
T
Players: 1-4

Time: 20 mins

The game board is not used in this game.

BONUS SQUARES: Bonus squares are the numbered squares on the
board. The first time a bonus square is used, the player gets to add the
bonus points to their total points for that turn. Bonus points can only be
added ONE time, no matter how many SETs are made reusing the die on
the bonus square.
HOW TO SCORE:
Regular dice: 1 point is given for each die in a SET. If the same die makes
more than one SET, then it is counted as 1 point in each different SET
that it is used.
Wild: No points are given when a Wild is first used. After it is played and has
been given a specific set of features, it is scored like a regular die if used in a
new SET. If a Wild is played on a bonus square, the player receives the bonus
points. No bonus or regular points are given if the Wild is replaced with a
regular die.
Each player’s score is tallied at the end of their turn. No points are deducted
for dice left over at the end of the game. The player with the highest score
at the end of the game wins!
Learn to play SET CUBED® www.setgame.com

Time: 20 mins

Empty all 42 dice out of the bag at one time in the middle of the table. If
some dice are stacked just roll them again. Call SETs as you see them.
Take the 3 dice that make the SET and place them in front of you. The
first player to call SET gets to choose their dice first. There are no turns.
Play continues until all dice are gone or no more SETs can be made. This
ends round one.

Ages: 8+

At the beginning of any player’s
turn, the Wild can be replaced
with a die that has the same
features.

Players: 1-6

The game board is not used in this game.
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A Wild can be used in place of any
die needed to complete a SET. Once
a Wild has been played, its features
cannot be changed.

Ages: 8+
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Each player takes 10 dice out of the bag. All players roll their 10 dice at
the same time to start the play. If some dice are stacked just roll them
again. The goal is to combine all your dice into a crossword-like grid
made up of SETs. Each player can only make one grid, so all 10 dice have
to connect together.
HOW DICE CAN BE PLAYED: SETs can only be made horizontally or
vertically, not diagonally or around corners. Dice can be placed
anywhere so long as they make a SET in at least one direction.
EXAMPLE: Below is an example of what a completed grid would look like.
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If you cannot make the original 10 dice connect into a grid, you can take
1 additional die from the bag. The new die must be rolled. If you are still
stuck with no plays then you may choose another die from the bag (one
at a time). Any additional dice must be included in the final grid or they
will be counted against you.
When a Wild die is played it can only be assigned one set of features. If it
is used again in the grid it must be used with the originally assigned set
of features.
Each player can rearrange his/her own dice as often as desired, but no
die can be rerolled. All dice, including any additional dice, must connect
to your grid. The first player to use all their dice making SETs in a
crossword-like grid wins.
If you are playing with more than 2 players the extra dice in the bag will
deplete quickly. Once it is empty, players may place their dice (forming
SETs) on other player’s grids in order to utilize all of their dice. They
cannot rearrange other players’ grids or use their dice in combination
with other players’ unused dice.
The first player to use all of their dice wins. This is the only player to score
points. Their score will be equal to the total number of dice the other
players have left unused. Play 3 rounds. The player with the most points
at the end of 3 rounds wins.

Try our other award-winning games
all created by Marsha J. Falco.

XACTIKA® (exact-tika)
Calling all HEARTS, SPADES and EUCHRE players. With three ways to play,
Xactika is a game for the whole family. PLAY TO WIN, PLAY TO LOSE or PLAY TO
BID. The perfect game to play with just a friend and at parties too!
Nu
Ages: 12 to adult
Number
of players: 2 to 10

QUIDDLER®
The Short Word Game® For the FUN of Words®
Winner of over 15 Best Game Awards! The challenge is to combine all the cards
in your hand into words. The number of cards dealt changes each round, beginning with 3 cards, ending with 10.
Ages: 8 to adult
Number of players: 1 to 8

QUIDDLER® Junior
FUN with words! A great word game for early readers and word masters alike.
Each card contains a kid-sized word and colorful picture. Point chips make
scoring easy.
Ages: 6 to adult
Number of players: 2 to 6

DELUXE
DELUX
ELUX
XE

QUIDDLER® DELUXE

It’s a perfect present! The deluxe version includes: the award-winning Quiddler
game, The Quiddler SHORT Word Dictionary, a score pad and pencil, all in a
collectable Q-shaped tin.
Ages: 8 to adult
Number of players: 1 to 8

SET® card game
The Family Game of Visual Perception® Winner of over 25 Best Game Awards!
With no turns and no luck, SET is challenging, fast and fun!
Ages: 6 to adult
Number of players: 1 or more

KARMA™

KARMA™

What Goes Around...Comes Around!™ This game is a perfect present, especially
for FIVE CROWNS fans! Play your KARMA CARDS carefully to go out as soon as
you can. KARMA is a great game that you will want to play again and again!
Ages: 8 to adult
Number of players: 2 to 6

SET® Junior
Your very first SET game! With this two-sided game board kids can start to play
as early as 3! Match tiles to create SETs on side 1. Race to find SETs on side 2. Earn
point chips for each SET!
Ages: 3 to adult
Number of players: 2 to 4

FIVE CROWNS®

www.setgame.com
- FREE daily puzzles! Play SET, Quiddler & Xactika
- Online tutorials & educational resource information
- Like us on fb: www.facebook.com/Set.Enterprises
- Follow us on twitter: @set_game

®

The game isn’t over ‘til the Kings go wild!® The five-suited rummy-style game is
a quick favorite for avid and casual card players alike. A rotating wild card keeps
players on their toes through all 11 rounds.
Ages: 8 to adult
Number of players: 1 to 7

SET for your iPhone, iPad & iPod touch too!

Four FREE daily SET Puzzles
www.nytimes.com/set

16537 E. Laser Dr., Suite 10
Fountain Hills, AZ 85268

®

ENTERPRISES INC.

FIVE CROWNS® Junior
Kid-style rummy! Match all 5 cards in your hand to win a treasure chip. The
player with the most treasure wins the game. Rotating wild cards just like the
original Five Crowns.
Ages: 5 to adult
Number of players: 2 to 6
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